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Driving Questions:

- How do winds vary across Alaska?  seasonally, past and future trends,...

- Will high-impact wind events become more or less likely in the coming decades?

- How can a wider audience make use of Alaska wind data to address their own 
questions?



Outline

- Data sources and processing

- Examples of applications: 
- wind energy potential 

- high-impact coastal wind events (flooding, erosion)

[ + mention of  others ]

- Data/Visualization tool:
- historical wind data and future changes



Saint Paul

Core data:  Hourly surface wind reports,  67 stations in Alaska, 1980-2014



Additional data:

-- ERA reanalysis, hourly  gridded output,1980-2014

-- Simulations by two global climate models, hourly, 1980-2100
(GFDL CM3  and NCAR CCSM4)

-- WRF regional climate model for downscaling to 20 km, hourly



Methodology:  Quantile-mapping of distributions of downscaled
reanalysis and global model output to fit station data



Examples: station measured winds (orange) 
vs.                                                       

downscaled ERA-I reanalysis (blue)



Example:  Wind roses for each calendar month, Anchorage, 1980-2014



Future changes of mean wind speed by station, calendar month
orange:  significant increase
blue:  significant decrease

white:  no significant change



Application 1: Wind energy potential
- Underutilized wind resources across the state

- Alaska-specific challenges:
- Permafrost
- Remote locations
- Transmission capabilities



Approach & Calculations
- Approach

- Used cubed hourly wind speeds, then converted to W/m2

- Applied power law to translate speed at anemometer height to speed at turbine height:
- u2 = u1 (z2/z1)α

- z1 = height 1; z2 = height 2; u1 = wind speed at height 1; u2 = wind speed at height 
2; α = wind shear coefficient, 1/7 (Kubik et al. 2011; Spera and Richards 1979)

- Accounted for turbine functional range

- Calculations
- Annual potential
- Seasonal variability
- Projected changes



Comparison of annual wind energy potential



Seasonal variability
Nome Anchorage



Turbine operation



Future changes: Utqiagvik



Future changes: Sitka



Highlights of results for wind energy potential

- Interior sites’ winds are likely too calm to for economical generation,
at least during the cold season

- Most changes in potential will occur in the winter months, with minimal 
changes in the summer

- Overall, northern sites’ potential is projected to increase, while southern 
sites’ is projected to remain constant or decrease



Application 2: High-impact coastal wind events
- Coastal areas are more vulnerable to wind events than interior 

areas (flooding and erosion from wind-driven waves) 
- Retreating sea ice may be influencing storm impacts, tracks, 

and severity

Photo by Air Force Retrieved by Nathan Kettle and Lindsey Heaney



Approach and Analysis
- Approach

- Identify events in which a threshold wind speed is sustained for a 
certain duration

- Use thresholds that produce ~12-20 events at a station

- Analysis

- What weather patterns produce these events?
- How are events distributed throughout the historical period?
- Are these events becoming more or less frequent into the future? 



Weather patterns during high-wind events
Anchorage, 16-cases 
composite sea level pressure

Nome, 15-cases 
composite sea level pressure
sea level pressure



Historical Trends

30 mph, 10 hours 25 mph, 10 hours

Nome Anchorage



Coastal high-wind events:  onshore vs. offshore



Future trends



Key results:  Temporal changes of high-impact coastal events

- Historical: The number of events increased at 5 stations and 
decreased at 3 from the first to second half of the 
35- year period 

- Future: Models agree that Utqiagvik and Nome will see 
increases in the frequency of high wind events



Examples of other applications: threshold exceedances

Wildfire spread: 20 mph (May-August)
- Good model agreement that exceedances of 20 mph in Fairbanks and 

Northway will become more frequent

Forest blowdown: 34 mph
- No clear trend or signal at any of the stations considered

Infrastructure damage: 47 mph
- Good model agreement that Kaktovik will reach threshold less frequently

(Photo by Sherman Hogue/Fort Wainwright PAO)



Alaska wind tool: accessible via ACCAPand SNAP websites

• Historical data
-- average wind speeds by month (bar graph)
-- annual wind rose (direction & speed)
-- 12 calendar-month wind roses

• Future -- choose a model
-- high-wind event frequencies by 20-year periods, bar graph
-- changes in speed/duration event occurrences,

1980-1999 to future 20-year period (user-selected)
-- Changes in wind roses from present to 2025-54, 2070-99



Visualization tool: https://uaf-accap.org/tools/community-wind-data/ 



Points of contact:

John Walsh          jewalsh@alaska.edu
Sarah Pearl           sarah.t.pearl.20@dartmouth.edu

Wind data:

Kyle Redilla kmredilla@alsk.edu

Visualization tool:

Bruce Crevensten becrevnsten@alaska.edu
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